
 
Pavers: Hollandstone 
Color: Charcoal 

Elegance and practicality strike a balance in Gagne & Son Hollandstone 

pavers. Compatible with traditional and contemporary architecture, 

Hollandstone is strong and durable making it the ideal choice for 

driveways, walkways and borders. Gagne & Son Hollandstone is 

considered a traditional paver and is available in multiple color options 

including several stunning blends.

Its name is rumored to come from Holland where individual stone 

pavers were used to provided a flexible yet durable road in the 1940s.

HOLLANDSTONE

FEATURES

 � Traditional rectangular shape

 � Smooth finish

 � Most variety of colors out of any paver

 � Pattern options from herringbone, basket weave,  
running bond, and more

DIMENSIONS & COVERAGE

4’’ x 8’’ 2 3/8” thick 4.5 pcs/sf 120 sf/pallet

SHAPE OPTIONS

RECTANGLE

COLOR OPTIONS

CHARCOAL
FIELDSTONE  
BLENDNATURAL RED

OLD PORT BLEND SUNSET BLEND
GRANITE HILL 
BLEND

SPECIAL ORDER

 
Pavers: Hollandstone 
Color: Natural 

Belgrade | Auburn | Westbrook | Kittery | Saco | Topsham | Holden 

MASONRY - HARDSCAPING - PRECAST - CONSTRUCTION SUPPLIES 

www.gagneandson.com  |  1-800-339-3313



45 DEGREE HERRINGBONE
 � Rectangle 100%

BASKETWEAVE B
 � Rectangle 100%

90 DEGREE HERRINGBONE
 � Rectangle 100%

RUNNING BOND
 � Rectangle 100%

BASKETWEAVE A
 � Rectangle 100%

HOLLANDSTONE & VINTAGE HOLLANDSTONE

STONE PATTERNS

Gagne & Son supports our “Made In Maine” concrete pavers and retaining walls with a Lifetime Warranty on the structural 
integrity of our product used in a residential setting. Material that is deemed defective will be replaced at no cost, labor will not 
be included. Gagne & Son has worked hard to provide uniform product, but color, texture, and finish of the replacement product 
may not match the original product. Proof of purchase is required. All warranty claims must be approved prior to removal and 
disposal of the product in question.

**Please note efflorescence and color variance are not a valid warranty claim.

LIFETIME WARRANTY

 
Pavers: Hollandstone 
Color: Fieldstone Blend 




